
Empire of Brazil
Committee Dossier

Note: Position assignments are dependent on registration and are not all guaranteed to be
filled in committee session.

Marechal Deodoro da Fonseca -
First President of the Republic of

Brazil

As the first President of the Republic of Brazil, Deodoro da Fonseca
led the military coup that overthrew the monarchy in 1889. He

served as the provisional president from 1889 to 1891 and later as
the elected president until 1894.

Emperor Dom Pedro II - Head of
Delegation

Emperor Dom Pedro II, a progressive and enlightened monarch,
leads diplomatic initiatives to strengthen Brazil's global standing. His
strategic vision includes fostering alliances that enhance Brazil's

military and economic influence.

Princess Isabella de Braganza -
Cultural Envoy

Princess Isabella promotes Brazilian arts, literature, and traditions to
forge cultural connections. Her cultural diplomacy aims to attract

international interest, fostering economic partnerships and alliances.

General Antonio Silva - Military
Strategist

General Silva ensures defense and security, employing strategic
acumen in potential conflicts and alliances. His military expertise
contributes to negotiations for mutual defense agreements and

strategic partnerships.

Eduardo Nunes - Economic
Advisor

Eduardo Nunes negotiates trade agreements, attracts investments,
and promotes economic growth within the empire. His economic
insights play a crucial role in positioning Brazil as an economic

powerhouse on the global stage.

Beatriz de Souza - Social
Reformer

Beatriz advocates for improved living conditions, healthcare, and
education for the Brazilian citizens. Her social initiatives contribute
to the empire's economic stability by fostering a healthy and educated

workforce.

Ricardo Almeida - Brazilian
Explorer

Explorer Almeida shares tales of Brazil's diverse landscapes and
resources, enhancing its global image. His exploration narratives

contribute to economic interests by highlighting Brazil's potential for
resource trade and investment.
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Isidoro Rocha - Afro-Brazilian
Abolitionist

Isidoro Rocha advocates for the abolition of slavery, showcasing
Brazil's progressive stance. The abolition of slavery is not only a
social reform but also a strategic move to ensure a free and skilled

labor force for economic development.

Carlos Mendes - Naval
Officer

Naval Officer Mendes secures naval alliances and promotes Brazil's
prowess in maritime strategy. His role is vital for safeguarding trade
routes and expanding Brazil's influence in naval trade and military

alliances.

Henrique Ramos - Coffee
Plantation Owner

Coffee Plantation Owner Ramos represents Brazil's economic
interests, particularly in the coffee trade. His knowledge of the coffee
industry contributes to economic negotiations and establishes Brazil

as a key player in global trade.

Antonia Silva - Women's Rights
Advocate

Antonia Silva champions women's rights, aiming to enhance the
status of women within the empire. Empowering women

economically by ensuring their participation in various sectors
contributes to overall economic growth.

Fernando Oliveira - Diplomat and
Linguist

Diplomat Oliveira facilitates communication and diplomacy,
showcasing linguistic expertise. His linguistic skills aid in smooth
negotiations and understanding, fostering economic and military

alliances.

Isabel Rodrigues - Education
Reformer

Isabel Rodrigues focuses on educational reforms to elevate the
intellectual prowess of Brazil. A well-educated populace is crucial for
economic growth and innovation, contributing to Brazil's standing in

the global knowledge economy.

Joaquim Santos - Scientific
Innovator

Scientific Innovator Santos contributes to showcasing Brazil's
advancements in science and technology. Technological

advancements play a pivotal role in economic growth, making Brazil
an attractive partner for innovation and collaboration.

Lucia Mendonça - Environmental
Conservationist

Lucia Mendonça advocates for environmental conservation, aligning
Brazil with global sustainability efforts. A commitment to

environmental sustainability enhances Brazil's reputation, attracting
environmentally conscious partners for economic collaborations.

Felipe Torres - Indigenous Rights
Activist

Felipe Torres champions the rights of indigenous communities,
emphasizing cultural preservation. Protecting indigenous rights
contributes to social stability, positively impacting economic

development and international relations.
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Adriana Costa - Philanthropist
Philanthropist Adriana Costa engages in charitable initiatives,
fostering goodwill and humanitarian efforts. Her philanthropic

activities contribute to Brazil's positive image, facilitating economic
partnerships and diplomatic relations.

Gabriel Lima - Literary
Luminary

Literary Luminary Lima represents Brazil's literary achievements,
promoting its contributions to world literature. Literary diplomacy
enhances cultural ties and creates opportunities for economic

collaborations in the creative industries.

Rosa Oliveira - Healthcare
Reformer

Rosa Oliveira focuses on healthcare reforms, aiming to improve
public health within the empire. A healthy population is essential for
economic productivity, contributing to Brazil's economic stability and

growth.

Diego Fernandez - Trade
Negotiator

Trade Negotiator Fernandez navigates global markets, fostering
economic partnerships and trade agreements. His expertise in trade
negotiations contributes to Brazil's economic prosperity and global

economic integration.

Matilde Pereira - Indigenous
Artisan

Matilde Pereira showcases indigenous artistry, contributing to cultural
diplomacy and appreciation. Indigenous artistry can become an

economic asset, attracting cultural tourism and international markets
for indigenous products.

Raul Garcia - Labor Rights
Advocate

Raul Garcia addresses labor rights issues, ensuring ethical practices
within Brazil's workforce. Upholding labor rights is not only a social
responsibility but also contributes to stable economic conditions and

international trust.

Mariana Santos - Woman in
Politics

Mariana Santos advocates for women's participation in politics,
striving for gender equality. Women's participation in political and

economic decision-making enhances diversity and promotes
sustainable economic development.

Francisco Cruz - Diplomatic
Historian

Diplomatic Historian Cruz provides historical context to Brazil's
diplomatic endeavors, enriching discussions. Understanding historical
alliances and conflicts aids in strategic decision-making, contributing

to Brazil's diplomatic and economic success.

Ana Rodrigues - Youth
Empowerment Activist

Ana Rodrigues focuses on empowering youth, ensuring their active
participation in shaping Brazil's future. Investing in youth empowers
the workforce and contributes to long-term economic development

and innovation.
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